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Very many thanks for your information. I have yet to mail it to my 2nd
cousin Kathleen, but I know that she will be pleased to know it.
I found the Broderbund site and its info on Whitlocks, crest etc, I am
amazed at the amount of data about the family on the Web.
My wife has the very unusual surname TYRER but nothing much comes up on
this.
If you could mail me then I can pass info on to Kathleen(b1917). We have
most data from Frederick to today . If we ever get it organised no doubt
you would like a copy.
My address
M D WHITLOCK
85 Antrobus road
Sutton Coldfield
West Midlands
B73 5EL
UK
By the way there are a lot of Whitlocks in the Birmingham and Black Country
phone books and I wonder if you have had any contacts from them.
Incidentally I got started on this when I received a letter dated 15.7.98
from
Mrs L Smith
57 Pine Crescent
Bidwill 2770
New South Wales
Australia
asking about her g g grandfather Robert Whitlock b c1810, whose son George
emigrated in 1856. Apparently he lived in West Terrace and East Terrace,
Bedminster, Bristol (my home town).
He also had a sister Eliza and possibly others living in Ruby Street,
88%Bedminster, Bristol (my home town).
He also had a sister Eliza and possibly others living in Ruby Street,
Bedminster, Bristol(1901).
Mrs Smith had obviously used a Phone book to get addresses because her letter
was addressed to my father who died 5 years ago but I have not changed name



in phone book because mother is still around although very frail.
!!!Yet more info for your files!!
Let me know if you need reimbursement for your material.
I attach a photo from my daughter Sarah's wedding this year. Anne's
dad(91!) , Paul Webber the groom, and Neil may son with myself and wife Anne
Hope the JPEG is OK, if not I can do almost anything with my ADOBE software
(Neil's a graphic artist).
Many regards
Mike
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